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Abstract—In this paper, the application of high reliability distri-
bution system (HRDS) in the economic operation of a microgrid is
studied. HRDS, which offers higher operation reliability and fewer
outages in microgrids, is applied to looped networks in distribu-
tion systems. The microgrid model in this study is composed of
distributed energy resources (DER) including distributed genera-
tion (DG), controllable loads, and storage. The microgrid would
utilize the local DER as well as the main grid for supplying its
hourly load economically which is subject to power quality and
reliability requirements. The HRDS implemented at Illinois Insti-
tute of Technology (IIT) is used as a case study along with the local
DER to increase the load point reliability and decrease the opera-
tion cost of the IIT microgrid. The availability of distribution lines,
main grid supply, andmicrogrid generation is considered using the
Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation in the microgrid scenarios.
The reliability indices based on frequency and duration of outages
are measured at the microgrid level and the load point level, and
the potential system enhancements are discussed for improving the
economic operation of the IIT microgrid.

Index Terms—High reliability distribution system, microgrid
economics, stochastic security constrained unit commitment,
storage.

NOMENCLATURE

Variables

Available energy in storage unit at time
.

Production cost function of a DG unit.

Denote the main grid connection.

Denote a DG unit.

Denote a storage unit.

Unit status; 1 means on and 0 means off.

Indicator of storage unit in charging mode.

Indicator of storage unit in discharging
mode.

Index of bus.

Dispatch of a unit/grid generation.
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Charge/discharge power of storage unit.

Real/reactive served load at bus .

Real/reactive injection at bus .

Real power flow between buses and .

Reactive power generation of a unit.

Reactive power flow between buses and
.

Denote a scenario.

Shutdown cost of a generation unit.

Apparent power flow between buses and
.

Startup cost of a generation unit.

Hour index.

Voltage of bus at hour in scenario .

Bus voltage angle.

Constants

Imaginary part of microgrid admittance
matrix.

Susceptance of the branch between buses
and .

Startup/shutdown cost of the thermal DG
unit .

Set of units/loads which are connected to
bus .

Min/max energy stored in storage unit .

Real part of microgrid admittance matrix.

Conductance of the branch between buses
and .

Total number of buses in the system.

Total number of hours under study.

Probability of scenario .

Min/max generation capacity.

Min/max charging capacity of storage unit
.
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Min/max discharging capacity of storage
unit .

Total microgrid load.

Load at bus .

Min/max reactive power capacity of unit.

Line resistance & reactance between buses
and o.

Maximum line capacity between buses
and .

Line availability between buses and .

Generation availability, 1 if available,
otherwise 0.

Value of lost load.

Admittance connected between buses
and .

Hourly price of the grid supply.

Charge/discharge cycle efficiency of
storage unit .

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROGRIDS are considered as viable options for the
electrification in university campuses, military installa-

tions, and other locations where the main grid expansion is ei-
ther impossible or has no economic justification [1]. The op-
eration and control of microgrids with distributed energy re-
sources (DER) could also reduce the transmission burden on
a power utility system. DER in a microgrid could include com-
bined heat and power (CHP), photovoltaic (PV), small wind tur-
bines (WT), heat or electricity storage, and controllable loads.
DER applications increase the efficiency of energy supply and
reduce the electricity delivery cost and carbon footprint in a mi-
crogrid. DER applications could also make it possible to impose
intentional islanding in microgrids [2]. The proximity of gener-
ation to loads in microgrids could improve the power quality
and reliability (PQR) at load points.
The emergence of microgrids in power utility systems

has raised additional technical, economical, and regulatory
challenges [3]. Matching generation and load to maintain the
frequency and managing reactive power to regulate voltages
and minimize losses are important issues in microgrid oper-
ations especially when microgrids are operated in an island
mode. Storage devices including batteries, super-capacitors,
and flywheels are used to match generation with load in micro-
grids. Storage can supply generation deficiencies, reduce load
surges by providing ride-through capability for short periods
[4], reduce network losses [5], and improve the protection
system by contributing to fault currents [6].
The operation and control of automated switches can improve

PQR indices in microgrids. Proper control signals would ensure
the economics and the security of microgrids in grid-connected
and island modes. Control schemes in microgrids include hier-
archical and decentralized controls. The decentralized control
facilitates distributed control and management of large com-
plex systems by offering small autonomous systems referred to

as agents. However, decentralized control requires significant
experimentation with coordination before implementation and
could introduce security challenges [7]. In [8], the economic
operation of microgrids is evaluated by incorporating a hier-
archical control. Hierarchical control is performed by a master
controller which matches generation and load for real and reac-
tive power control. The voltage-reactive power and frequency-
real power characteristics of DGs would provide the required
real and reactive power to adjust the voltage and frequency
in microgrids. The master controller is responsible for main-
taining the frequency in a microgrid by adjusting DG according
to their frequency droop characteristics, utilizing storage, and
load shedding. Moreover, voltage control strategies can be uti-
lized by the master controller considering the voltage/reactive
power droop of DGs so that there would be no reactive circu-
lating currents among such resources. The Kyotango microgrid
project in Japan is an example of hierarchically controlled mi-
crogrid [1]. In [9]–[11], the role of power sharing is evaluated
to regulate the frequency and the voltage in microgrids.
From the reliability point of view, microgrids can provide

higher reliability and power quality at load points. The prox-
imity of DG and load could decrease the duration and the fre-
quency of outages as well as the level of energy not supplied at
a microgrid [12], [13]; however, the microgrid topology could
play a crucial role in supplying the microgrid loads with di-
verse reliability requirements. In a grid-connected mode, out-
ages of the main grid could lead to the microgrid islanding.
In the island mode, the master controller relies on the micro-
grid generation and storage to balance the load with genera-
tion and prevent load curtailments. The load-supply balancing
in an islanded microgrid could depend on the load priority and
reliability requirements. In [14], the effect of load-supply mis-
match on the microgrid reliability indices is evaluated by incor-
porating the stochastic nature of DGs. Reference [15] addresses
the load serving sequence in microgrids considering load point
reliability indices.
This paper will evaluate the effect of HRDS switches and

storage facilities on increasing the reliability indices in looped
distribution systems. HRDS is introduced and applied to the IIT
microgrid and the improvements on reliability indices are eval-
uated. The proposed reliability indices include the system av-
erage interruption frequency index (SAIFI), system average in-
terruption duration index (SAIDI), customer average interrup-
tion duration index (CAIDI), customer average interruption fre-
quency index (CAIFI), expected energy not supplied (EENS),
and loss of load expectation (LOLE). The numerical results
show that the integration of HRDS switches will help improve
the reliability indices in a microgrid. Moreover, it is shown that
integrating storage will not only improve the reliability indices
in a microgrid but also reduce the operation cost at consumer
levels. Section II introduces the HRDS and automatic switches.
Section III presents the mathematical formulation and the solu-
tion methodology for the optimal operation and control of mi-
crogrids. Section IV presents an overview of the IIT microgrid
and Section V discusses the optimal operation and control of
IIT microgrid and evaluates the effect of HRDS on the IIT mi-
crogrid and consumer reliability indices. The conclusions are
presented in Section VI.

II. HIGH RELIABILITY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

The implementation of microgrid loops is made possible by
the use of automatic switches in HRDS. An example of HRDS
is to apply Vista switches, equipped with gas insulated
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Fig. 1. Sample of a microgrid without HRDS switches.

Fig. 2. Sample of a microgrid with HRDS switches.

fault interrupters, manufactured by the S&C Electric Company.
HRDS switches can sense the cable faults and isolate the faulted
section with no impact on other sections in a microgrid. The
master controller will monitor the status of each HRDS switch
using the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
system. The master controller is responsible for economic oper-
ation of the microgrid based on signals received from switches
on the status of distribution branches. Fig. 1 shows the sample
microgrid network with a traditional protection scheme. Fig. 2
shows the HRDS implementation.
Comparing Figs. 1 and 2, it is clear that any line outages in

microgrid shown in Fig. 1 will lead to load interruptions. In
Fig. 1, if a fault occurs on the line connecting buses 2 and 3,
the switches 4 and 5 will open and the load at buses 3 and 4 will
be interrupted. In Fig. 2, if a fault occurs on the line connecting
buses 2 and 3, switches 4 and 5 detect the fault according to the
fault current direction and clear the fault without any interrup-
tions to the loads at buses 3 and 4. Hence, loads will remain in
service. In this case, all switches remain closed except S4 and
S5. By incorporating the fiber optic technology for the commu-
nications between switches and fast response directional relays,
the fault in Fig. 2 is cleared in less than 6 cycles (0.1 sec) which
will not be sensed by the other microgrid loads.
The relays incorporated in HRDS switchgears provide per-

missive over-reaching transfer trip (POTT) and directional
comparison blocking (DCB) protection. Before isolation,
POTT monitors the direction of over-current relays on both
sides of the cable to confirm that there is a fault. DCB acts as a
backup protection system which tends to isolate the fault once
the short circuit current is sensed by switches; however, POTT
sends blocking signals if a fault is not occurred between the
switches. As a backup protection scheme, DCB is always active
in the microgrid even if the distribution system is open-looped.
Fiber optics is used as a communication medium between
relays and switches. The fiber optic communication system
is capable of transferring the information in less than 2 msec

which enables the main protection system to clear the fault in
less than 6 cycles. The backup non-directional over current
protection will operate if the primary protection scheme or the
communication system fails.

III. OPTIMAL OPERATION OF MICROGRIDS
At steady state, the microgrid master controller will minimize
the operation cost of DG, including startup and shutdown costs,
the cost of energy supplied by the main grid, and penalty costs
(i.e., value of lost load) associated with the microgrid load cur-
tailments. The optimal solution is subject to microgrid and the
main grid constraints. The master controller will create an is-
landed microgrid in the case of grid contingencies and supply
the microgrid loads by the local microgrid generation.
In this paper, a stochastic security-constrained unit commit-

ment formulation is proposed for the master controller which
is solved using the mixed-integer programming (MIP) model
for the microgrid generation, grid supply and battery storage.
The master controller objective and constraints are shown in
(1)–(25). The load balance constraint is shown in (2). The mis-
match represents the lost load, which is minimized in the objec-
tive function by penalizing the value of lost load. Equations (3)
and (4) represent the startup and shutdown costs of local gen-
eration. The real and reactive power generation constraints by
the local and the main grid generation are shown in (5)–(8), re-
spectively. The substation transformers/breakers will limit the
energy trades with the main grid. Microgrid outages could fur-
ther constrain such trades.
The microgrid storage will store energy when the market

price of electricity is low and supply energy to the microgrid
when the hourly market price is high. The storage constraints are
shown in (9)–(16). The dispatch of storage unit is represented
by (9). The constraint on the storage commitment is represented
by (10) and charge/discharge capacity limits are shown in (11),
(12). The reactive power supplied by power electronic interface
of the storage unit is shown in (13) [20]. The available energy
at hour is shown in (14) which is dependent on the available
energy at hour and the charged/discharged energy at
hour . In (14), the hourly charged/discharged energy is re-
stricted by the charge/discharge cycle efficiency of the storage
unit. The limitation on stored energy which is represented by
min/max state of charge of the storage unit is represented by
(15) and (16). The net injected real/reactive power at each bus
is shown in (17), (18). Equation (19) shows the admittance of
distribution lines. The linearized formulation of real/reactive
power injections are given in (20), (21). Equations (22) and
(23) show the linearized formulation of real and reactive line
flow and (24) represents the apparent power flow through the
distribution line. Here, is an auxiliary parameter, which is
dependent on the load power factor as calculated in Appendix.
The constraint on apparent power flow which is enforced by
the line capacity is shown in (25).
Random outages are considered in the main grid and the mi-

crogrid. The Monte Carlo representation of outages is applied
and the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) technique is used to
develop a large number of scenarios with equal probabilities. A
two-state Markov chain process is utilized to represent micro-
grid outages according to the microgrid component outage and
repair rates. The scenario reduction technique is applied to re-
duce the number of generated scenarios to an acceptable level
with the corresponding probabilities. Scenario reduction will
eliminate the low probability scenarios and bundle scenarios
that are close in terms of statistical metrics [16]–[18].
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The MIP formulation in each scenario is decomposed into
a master problem and several subproblems based on the linear
programming duality theory [21]. In each scenario, the master
problem determines the hourly unit commitment and dispatch
solution of generation and storage facilities while the subprob-
lems will check the distribution network constraints. In the case
of violations, Benders cuts are generated and added to themaster
problem. The master problem is solved with the new constraints
and the network constraints are checked in the next step. This
iterative process will continue until there is no further transmis-
sion violation [21]–[23].
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Fig. 3. ComEd system configuration feeding IIT substations [24].

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

IV. THE PERFECT POWER SYSTEM—IIT MICROGRID

In 2004–2006, the underground distribution system at IIT
suffered 12 unplanned power outages which disrupted aca-
demic and administrative activities and damaged several pieces
of operation and research equipment. The outages were due to
partial or complete loss of the utility supply and malfunctions of
aged cables and other distribution components at IIT. The lack
of system redundancy and the unavailability of replacement
components prolonged the outage durations at IIT. In 2005,
the Galvin Electricity Initiative led a campaign to implement a
perfect power system at IIT with the objective of establishing a
microgrid that is environmentally friendly, fuel efficient, robust,
and resilient with a self-healing capability. The microgrid at
IIT empowers the campus consumers, in response to the real
time price of electricity, to control daily power consumptions.
IIT microgrid enhances its operation reliability by applying a
real-time reconfiguration of power distribution assets, real-time
islanding of critical loads, and real-time optimization of power
supply resources.
Fig. 3 shows the configuration of the ComEd distribution

network (main grid) that feeds the IIT microgrid. IIT is sup-
plied by three 12.47 KV circuits fed from the ComEd Fisk sub-
station. The peak load at IIT is approximately 10 MW. The
IIT’s 4.16 KV distribution system consists of 12.47/4.16 kV
transformers, supply/feeder breakers and building transformers.
Siegel Hall is the pilot building for the perfect power demon-
stration which is fed through the primary—which is backed up
by a secondary (redundant)—feeder equipped with automatic
switch. The voltage is further stepped down to 120 V in the
building.
In Fig. 4, the IITmicrogrid consists of seven loops. The North

Substation feeds three loops while the South Substation supplies
energy to the remaining loops. Each building is supplied by re-
dundant feeders which are normally energized to ensure that the
building is fed by an alternate path in the case of an outage.
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Fig. 4. IIT distribution system layout based on HRDS.

Fig. 5. Third loop layout without HRDS switches.

The HRDS at IIT utilizes Vista underground closed loop
fault-clearing switchgear with SEL-351 directional over-cur-
rent protection relays. The fault isolation takes place in a
quarter of a cycle by automatic breakers. The communication
system is via fiber optic cables which facilitate the coordination
between switches.
In Fig. 4, the third loop which is connected to the North Sub-

station consists of five buildings including Hermann Hall,Wish-
nick Hall, Siegel Hall, Perlstein Hall, and Alumni Hall. Figs. 5
and 6 show the third loop with and without HRDS switches. It
is also assumed that the redundant cables in Figs. 5 and 6 will be
available when the primary feeding cable has failed. The load at
Perlstein and Alumni Hall are aggregated as the Perlstein Hall
load. In Fig. 5, an outage will result in downstream load curtail-
ments until the manual switching restores the loads. Since the
transfer switches are manually operated, the estimated time for
manual source transfer at the building feeder is about 3 h. In
Fig. 6, the HRDS switches at load points provide uninterrupt-
able load serving capability. Here, buildings are referred to as
customers throughout the paper.
The IIT microgrid generation includes combustion microtur-

bines connected to the North Substation as well as renewable
energy sources. The IIT microgrid is equipped with an 8 MW
gas-fired power plant which includes two 4 MW Rolls Royce
gas turbines. The microgrid generation could be used for relia-

Fig. 6. Third loop layout with HRDS switches.

bility and economic improvements in the main grid-connected
and the island modes.
Renewable energy sources include wind and solar generation.

An 8 kW Viryd wind turbine is installed on the north side of the
campus in the Stuart soccer field. 60 kW of PV cells are installed
on two building rooftops to supply portions of campus load. A
500 kWh ZBB storage is installed on campus to increase the
reliability and efficiency of the IITmicrogrid.Moreover, several
electric vehicle charging stations are deployed on campus to
utilize the microgrid energy storage and provide green energy
for on campus electric vehicles.
A major element of the IIT microgrid is its master controller.

Master controller applies a hierarchical control via SCADA to
ensure reliable and economic operation of the IIT microgrid.
It also coordinates the operation of HRDS controllers, on-site
generation, storage, and individual building controllers [25].
Intelligent switching and advanced coordination technologies
of master controller through communication systems facilitates
rapid fault assessments and isolations in the IIT microgrid [24].
Fig. 7 shows the overview of the control tasks performed by
master controller at IIT.
The IIT microgrid participates in real-time electricity mar-

kets. Once the real-time price exceeds 7–8 cents per kWh (mar-
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Fig. 7. Overview of the master controller system.

Fig. 8. Load pattern in Hermann hall.

ginal cost of microgrid generation), the microgrid generation
could serve the IIT load. The on-site generation can provide
demand response and increase the reliability. The provision of
spinning reserve and day ahead load response is also offered by
master controller by managing microgrid generation, storage,
controllable loads, power quality devices, and smart switches.

V. SIMULATION OF IIT MICROGRID OPERATION

The master controller simulation at steady state and in con-
tingencies (with and without HRDS) is considered. The simula-
tion period is one year. The maximum loads at Hermann, Siegel,
Wishnick, and Perlstein Halls are 289 kW, 167 kW, 272 kW, and
513 kW, respectively. The typical Hermann Hall load is shown
in Fig. 8, in which the weekend load is approximately 30% of
that of weekdays.
Tables I and II show the IIT distribution system character-

istics with and without HRDS respectively. The line numbers
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. It is assumed that the backup lines
are always available once they are energized to serve the loads.
For example, in Fig. 5, once Lines 1, 2, or 3 fail, the Wishnick
Hall load is served through Lines 4 and 9. Here, the microgrid
generation capacity is 1 MW. The mean time to failure (MTTF)
for the microgrid generation and grid supply is 1200 h and the
mean time to repair (MTTR) of microgrid generation and grid
supply is 25 h. For simplicity, the charge/discharge efficiency
and the availability of storage and HRDS switches are assumed
to be 100%. The maximum charge/discharge rate of the 500
kWh ZBB storage unit is 250 kW/h.
The stochastic solution of microgrid provides the expected

economic and reliability indices once HRDS switches and
storage are integrated into the IIT microgrid. The availability
of distribution lines, grid supply, and microgrid generation
is considered in scenarios using the Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) simulation. The Monte Carlo simulation is

TABLE I
CABLE CHARACTERISTIC AT IIT MICROGRID WITH HRDS

TABLE II
CABLE CHARACTERISTIC AT IIT MICROGRID WITHOUT HRDS

applied to generate a large number of scenarios. The scenario
reduction is applied to select 10 scenarios corresponding to
Figs. 5 and 6 with their assigned probabilities. The reliability
indices of microgrid are calculated and compared with and
without HRDS switches. In the following, the contribution of
master controller, HRDS, and storage to the reliability and the
optimality of microgrid are evaluated for the eighth scenario,
followed by a discussion on the results in other scenarios.
In the following, two options for the modeling of campus mi-

crogrid are studied. Option A applies a deterministic operation
by considering the eighth scenario as the only alternative for
the microgrid operation, and option B analyzes the stochastic
behavior of the IIT microgrid.

A. Deterministic Operation of Microgrid

In this case, one scenario is closely analyzed and the effect
of HRDS and the storage system on the microgrid reliability
indices is evaluated. The following cases are studied:
Case 1) IIT microgrid is not equipped with HRDS switches

(Fig. 5).
Case 2) IIT microgrid is equipped with HRDS switches

(Fig. 6).
Case 3) IIT microgrid is equipped with HRDS switches and

the storage system which is located next to Hermann
Hall.
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TABLE III
IIT MICROGRID WITH HRDS (START AND END DATE OF OUTAGE, day/hr)

Table III shows the annual incidents with HRDS in the
eighth scenario. The table shows that the first grid outage took
place in the second day at hour 6 with two-hour duration while
the second outage occurred on the fifth day which required
a two-day repair. In the eighth scenario, there are five cable
outages in the system equipped with HRDS switches while
there is only one cable outage in the system without HRDS
switches. Without HRDS, line L6 failed on the 224th day at
hour 23 and was restored on the 225th day at hour 6. The
outages of the main grid and DG are the same in both systems.
In this scenario, we could have additional outages with HRDS
because there are more components in a loop; however, the
loads have never been interrupted.
1) Economic Operation of Microgrid: The microgrid opera-

tion cost includes the cost of main grid energy transactions (in
both directions), cost of microgrid energy supply, and curtail-
ment costs (value of lost load.) The operation cost of storage is
assumed negligible. When the hourly market price of energy is
higher than the marginal cost of microgrid generation, the mi-
crogrid could supply its excess energy to the main grid for re-
ducing its operation cost. The main grid electricity prices in this
study are based on historical hourly electricity prices of com-
mercial customers [26].
Proper protective devices are located in the microgrid at the

point of common coupling (PCC) which enables bi-directional
power flows. The failure rate of the grid indicates the failure rate
of the interface facilities at PCC. It is assumed that the price of
electricity for trading with the grid is the same as the grid LMP
at PCC.
The microgrid outages could result in the loss of revenue esti-

mated at 80 $/kWh (value of lost load) which covers the replace-
ment cost of the damaged equipment (campus facilities as well
as those in laboratories), personnel and administrative cost of
restoring and sustaining research and educational experiments,
cost of aggravation associated with disrupted academic classes,
laboratories, and any other major campus events such as open
houses and conferences that are interrupted by microgrid out-
ages.
The annual operation cost in Case 1 is 140 497 $/yr. The

HRDS implementation reduces the operation cost to 126 644
$/yr. The use of storage will further reduce the annual operation

Fig. 9. Storage and the main grid supply on the 23rd day.

Fig. 10. Microgrid and the main grid supply on the 217th day.

cost to 119 236 $/yr by performing demand response and taking
daily market price fluctuations into account. The lost loads in
the three Cases are 173.236, 0, and 0 kWh/yr, respectively.
Fig. 9 shows the microgrid energy flow on the 23rd day of

the year. Here the energy drawn from the main grid is stored
at the storage when the main grid hourly prices are low (hours
4, 5, 16, and 17) and deployed once the main grid prices are
high (hours 10, 11, 19, and 20.) The main grid prices in Fig. 9
are not high enough to trigger the local microgrid generation.
The lowest prices at the microgrid occurs at hours 4 and 5 (2.4
¢/kWh) which increase to 3.5 and 3.6 ¢/kWh at hours 10 and 11,
respectively. This cycle is repeated at hours 16–17 and 19–20.
Fig. 10 shows the energy supply to the microgrid on the 217th

day (summer day) when the main grid electricity prices are
higher. Here, the local microgrid generation is dispatched at
hour 10 when the main grid prices are higher than 6 ¢/kWh.
The microgrid revenue for a single day energy sale is $473.699.
2) Microgrid Reliability Evaluation: In this case, interrup-

tion indices for consumers and the entire microgrid are eval-
uated. There are four customers in the third loop. In Case 1,
there is a single load interruption in Perlstein Hall, so SAIFI
and CAIFI are 0.25 (interruption/customer.yr) and 1 (interrup-
tion/affected customer.yr) respectively. The outage duration is
3 h and SAIDI and CAIDI are 0.75 (hrs/customer.yr) and 3
(hrs/customer interruption.yr) respectively. In Case 2, no mi-
crogrid outages occur which decreases SAIFI, CAIFI, SAIDI,
and CAIDI to zero. Likewise, in Case 3, SAIFI, CAIFI, SAIDI,
and CAIDI are zero.
The results show that the HRDS integration will decrease the

microgrid outage duration and frequency in Case 2, and lower
the microgrid SAIFI, SAIDI, CAIDI, and CAIFI. In Cases 2
and 3, we could have additional outages with HRDS because
there are more components in a loop; however, the loads would
never be interrupted as shown in Table IV. In the eighth sce-
nario, there is only one outage at L6 in Case 1 which lasts 9 h.
Since the manual switching takes 3 h and the building is fed by
the redundant path after manual switching, this event leads to a
3 hour outage and 173.236 kWh energy not supplied in Perlstein
Hall. The EENS and LOLE in this case are 173.236 kWh/yr and
3 h/yr respectively. In Cases 2 and 3 there are 5 cable outages
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TABLE IV
ANNUAL ENERGY NOT SUPPLIED AT LOAD POINTS

TABLE V
PROBABILITY OF STOCHASTIC SCENARIOS AFTER SCENARIO REDUCTION

TABLE VI
OPERATION COST OF STOCHASTIC SCENARIOS IN CASE 1

TABLE VII
OPERATION COST OF STOCHASTIC SCENARIOS IN CASE 2

TABLE VIII
OPERATION COST OF SCENARIOS IN CASE 3

which lasted 103 h; however, these events did not interrupt the
served loads because of HRDS.

B. Stochastic Solution of Microgrid Operation

1) Operation Cost: A scenario reduction technique was ap-
plied to select 10 scenarios from a large number of scenarios
generated by theMCMCmethod [27], [28]. The scenario reduc-
tion algorithms include fast backward, fast forward/backward
and fast backward/backward methods [28]. The algorithms are
chosen according to the size of the stochastic problem and the
required solution accuracy. For large scenario trees, the fast for-
ward method provides a more accurate solution with a longer
processing time. In this paper, a fast backward/forward method
is used for the scenario reduction. The probabilities of 10 sto-
chastic scenarios are shown in Table V.
The operation costs of scenarios are shown in Tables VI–VIII.

Here, the operation cost of Case 2 is lower than that in Case 1 in
all scenarios because HRDS can reduce the energy not supplied
and its respective penalties. The storage will also reduce the
duration of microgrid load curtailments and the annual energy
not supplied. Comparing Tables VIII and VII, it is shown that
the cost in Case 3 is decreased as compared to that in Case 2. The
expected operation costs in Cases 1–3 are 224 073 $/yr, 146 899
$/yr, and 120 038 $/yr respectively. The estimated saving at the
IIT microgrid with HRDS installed at all seven loops is 621 867
$/yr.

TABLE IX
MICROGRID AND CONSUMER INTERRUPTION INDICES IN CASE 1

TABLE X
MICROGRID AND CONSUMER INTERRUPTION INDICES IN CASE 2

TABLE XI
MICROGRID AND CONSUMER INTERRUPTION INDICES IN CASE 3

2) Microgrid Reliability indices: Tables IX–XI show the mi-
crogrid system and customer interruption indices in stochastic
scenarios. Table X shows the HRDS reduces SAIFI and SAIDI;
however, it may not decrease CAIDI and CAIFI consistently.
In the seventh scenario, CAIFI is not reduced in Case 2 because
fewer outages will affect fewer customers proportionally which
leads to an equal frequency of interruption per affected customer
per year. In Case 1, there are 3 outages which affect 3 customers.
In Case 2, there is a single outage which affected one customer;
hence the CAIFI in Cases 1 and 2 are equal. In the fourth sce-
nario, CAIDI in Case 2 is increased as compared to Case 1. The
reason for a higher CAIDI is that the frequency of interruption
drops faster than the duration of interruption; hence the duration
of interruption per affected customer per year is higher.
In Case 2, the duration of interruption is 51 h/yr and the

frequency of interruptions is 7, while in Case 1, the duration
of interruption is 72 h and the frequency of interruption is 14.
Although the frequency of interruption is decreased by a half,
the duration of interruption is not decreased proportionally,
leaving a higher CAIDI in Case 2. In Case 2, most scenarios
have lower CAIDI and CAIFI than those in Case 1. Although
it is not shown, CAIFI can also be higher in some scenarios in
Case 2, as compared to that in Case 1, if the number of outages
and the affected customers are not reduced proportionally.
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TABLE XII
ENERGY NOT SUPPLIED AT LOAD POINTS IN CASE 1 (kWh/yr)

TABLE XIII
ENERGY NOT SUPPLIED AT LOAD POINTS IN CASE 2 (kWh/yr)

CAIDI is dependent on the duration and the frequency of out-
ages. In some scenarios, CAIDI is higher because the frequency
and the duration of outages are not reduced proportionally. So
the HRDS implementation will lead to shorter frequency and
duration for outages with lower SAIFI and SAIDI.
In Case 3, SAIFI, SAIDI and CAIFI are reduced as com-

pared to that in Case 2; however, CAIDI in the fourth scenario
is higher. In this scenario, there are 7 outages in Case 2 as com-
pared to 5 outages in Case 3, and the outage duration is dropped
from 51 h in Case 2 to 45 h in Case 3. Hence, CAIDI is higher
in Case 3 since the duration of interruption drops more slowly
than its frequency.
In Table XII, scenario 4 corresponds to a generation failure

when the grid fails. In this case, the storage unit would supply
the load partially which is supplemented by the microgrid load
curtailment. Table V shows a lower probability in this case.
Although interruption frequency indices are lower, the in-

tegration of microgrid storage may not decrease SAIFI and
CAIFI in all scenarios since the storage will lower the unserved
load rather than the frequency of interruptions. However, the
expected SAIFI and CAIFI will be lower when the storage is
implemented. When the storage is introduced, SAIFI, SAIDI,
CAIFI, and CAIDI are lowered to zero in Scenarios 7, 9, and
10, which shows that the storage can eliminate the energy not
supplied. In summary, SAIDI and SAIFI are lowered in all
scenarios once the HRDS is installed and SAIDI is lower with
the microgrid storage in place.
Table XVI shows lower expected SAIFI, SAIDI, CAIFI, and

CAIDI when HRDS is implemented and demonstrates an en-
hance reliability when the storage is used. Tables XII–XIV show
the energy not supplied. As expected, Case 3 shows the lower
energy not supplied in each scenario due to storage. HRDS will
lead to lower energy not supplied with the lowest expected en-
ergy not supplied in Case 3 followed by that of Case 2.
Storage can also reduce the LOLE in microgrids. In

Table XV, Case 3 demonstrates the lowest outage hours fol-
lowed by that in Case 2. The LOLE in Cases 1–3 are 13.15,

TABLE XIV
ENERGY NOT SUPPLIED AT LOAD POINTS IN CASE 3 (kWh/yr)

TABLE XV
TOTAL OUTAGE DURATION IN CASES AND SCENARIOS (hr/yr)

TABLE XVI
EXPECTED RELIABILITY AND ECONOMIC INDICES

2.36, and 1.47 hr/yr which are reduced with HRDS switches and
storage. Here, microgrid load shedding occurs when the main
grid supply is unavailable. Table XVI shows the enhancements
in Cases 2 and 3.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, reliability and economic indices of a microgrid
equipped with HRDS switches is analyzed. The simulation of
the IIT microgrid is presented and the contributions are high-
lighted as follows:
• The stochastic AC network formulation for the master con-
troller is offered to solve the hourly unit commitment and
economic dispatch in microgrids.

• The role of local generation, main grid, and energy storage
on the economic operation of microgrids is considered and
the enhanced reliability indices at load points are calcu-
lated.

• Storage can reduce the operation cost of amicrogrid by per-
forming demand response and avoiding emergency load
curtailments. Storage helps mitigate the expected interrup-
tion duration and frequency and improves the customer re-
liability in microgrids.

• HRDS is used for the evaluation of reliability and eco-
nomic indices in microgrids which are compared to those
in traditional distribution systems.
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• The implementation of HRDS and automatic switches can
reduce the expected frequency and the duration of interrup-
tions and the expected energy not supplied in microgrids.
HRDS can also reduce the expected operation cost of a mi-
crogrid by mitigating emergency load curtailments and re-
ducing the value of lost loads.

• Microgrid reliability indices are calculated with/without
HRDS.

• It is estimated that the expected operation cost at the IIT
microgrid would be lowered by $621 867 annually by in-
tegrating HRDS; the storage can further reduce the opera-
tion cost by $109 220.

APPENDIX

, derived here, is an auxiliary parameter which is depen-
dent on the load power factor. The apparent power flow through
the line is written as

(A1)

(A2)

Using Taylor series

(A3)

(A4)

where

(A5)

(A6)
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